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Medical Doctor: "I will no longer vaccinate my
children"
A medical doctor with his critical thinking skills and brain still intact:
"I will no longer vaccinate my children
"... because I am a well trained medical doctor and former medical journal editor that has studied the vaccine
research and analyzed both sides of the evidence.
"...because I know how to read the medical literature, recognize bias and discern characteristics of good and
fraudulent research.
"...because I know that too much of the science supporting vaccines is fraudulent drivel bought and paid for
by the vaccine manufacturers themselves.
"...because I understand the risks of vaccination as well as the benefits of my children and grandchildren
encountering and overcoming the wild type diseases naturally.
"...because I know that diseases like mumps, measles, and chickenpox aren't dangerous and untreatable
diseases that justify the risk of injecting toxic ingredients into the tissues of my children.
"...because I have seen the evidence of neurotoxicity from ingredients like aluminum, polysorbate 80, human
DNA and cellular residues from the human cells lines upon which many of the live viruses are grown.
"...because I've seen vaccine manufacturers like Merck promote what they knew was bad medicine for profit,
kill 60,000 patients with Vioxx, and I have no reason to believe that they wouldn't do the same thing with
vaccines, especially when you consider they can't be sued when their vaccines maim or kill children and
safety of vaccines.
"...because I recognize the aggressive and unreasonable tactics of a multi-billion dollar pharmaceutical
industry desperately working to maintain the illusion of vaccine safety, keep consumers consuming, grow
their markets, and increase their profits.
"...because I have met so many families whose children were stolen from them by the battery of vaccines
administered at pediatric vaccine visits.
"...because I believe the U.S. vaccination program has become a progressively dangerous assault on the
health and lives of the children of America.
"...because I am awake and aware, I will not vaccinate, nor will I remain silent as the pharmaceutical and
medical industries pretends that vaccines are safe and effective."
~ Jim Meehan
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